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Further Reading
To understand the debates in South African media ethics, one can refer to Lansdowne, Media Ethics: An Introduction to Responsible Journalism (Cape - Media Ethics, An Introduction to Responsible Journalism. Media ethics: an introduction, Ecquid Novi: African Journalism Studies, 15:1, 3-25. Whether or not it is accepted, media people have an ethical responsibility.
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Digital media ethics deals with the distinct ethical problems, practices and norms of digital news media. Digital news media includes online journalism, blogging, digital photojournalism, citizen journalism and social media. It includes questions about how professional journalism should use this "new media" to research and publish stories, as well as how to use text or images provided by citizens. A revolution in ethics. A media revolution is transforming, fundamentally and irrevocably, the nature of journalism and its ethics. The means to publish is now in the hands of citizens, while the int